
LinkedIn Ads Are Getting Better 
- What You Need to Know

LS Platinum Workshop



I am Pat Henseler
Director of Training at LinkedSelling 

You can find me in the LS Platinum Group

Hello!



Why advertise on LinkedIn?

◉ The Audience
◉ The Targeting
◉ The Competition
◉ The Integration with an outreach campaign

All of these have remained consistent. And are 
pillars of why LinkedIn is such a great marketing 
tool.



Why advertise on LinkedIn?



What Have We Been 
Sending People to?

◉ Webinars
◉ E-books
◉ Checklists

Lead magnets are the approach. You need 
to build up some trust and familiarity.



The Old Platform Issues...

◉ No clear way to track effectiveness of 
campaigns.

◉ Design of Sponsored Content left room to be 
desired.

◉ CPCs much higher than competitors.
◉ No retargeting.
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The Old Platform Issues...

◉ No clear way to track effectiveness of 
campaigns.

◉ Design of Sponsored Content left room to be 
desired.

◉ CPCs much higher than competitors.
◉ No retargeting.

All of this led to frustration and/or 
increased focus on other ad platforms.



Sooo… What’s Changed?



Conversion Tracking
Now you’ll justify the effectiveness of each campaign or piece of ad 
copy.
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Conversion Tracking

◉ Greater insight into effectiveness.
◉ A/B test different copy or different targets.

◉ It’s still a little spotty at times, but is improving.

◉ And...paves the way for retargeting!

Cons

Pros









Design Improvements
Now you’ll justify the effectiveness of each campaign or piece of ad 
copy.
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Ad Copy

◉ Simple
◉ Specific (to audience and results)
◉ Short
◉ Compelling





Not much has changed. Separate your targeting.

3 How Are We Targeting?



How to Target

◉ Start broader. Don’t use every last filter.
○ 2-3 is prime.

◉ Reach a wider audience.
◉ Separate campaigns by targeting filters.
◉ The more filters - the narrower your results, 

the more you’ll spend and the less your ads 
will be shown.







We like CPM over CPC on LinkedIn. We’ve done both, but like to bet 
on ourselves and our ability to adjust.

4 How Are We Bidding?







Pay to play - straight to your prospect’s inbox.

5 Sponsored InMail



Sponsored InMail

◉ Can get directly into the inbox of a large group 
of prospects.

◉ You pay for it.
◉ Less relationship focused.
◉ Additional Text Editor.
◉ Open Rates that Crush Email Campaigns.
◉ Sponsored InMail Made Apparent.
◉ Banner Ads.





Coming Soon...



What’s on the Horizon?

1. Matched Audiences - the ability to target specific, desired 
accounts. Minimum: 1000 target companies.

2. Auto-Fill Feature - this is pretty exciting. It cuts down on the 
action you are asking your client to take - Ease of use.

3. Retargeting - email list based targeting/retargeting.
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Any questions ?
You can find us in

◉ The LS Platinum Group

Thanks!


